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The current schedule of recommended vaccines is so crowded that doctors give babies several

shots during a single office visit -- up to eight vaccines all at one time. Parents -- and doctors -- often

forget that vaccines are drugs. How often do we, as adults, take that many drugs at the same time?

Would we be more surprised if we did or did not have an adverse reaction? Dr. Mayer Eisenstein

has practiced medicine, delivered babies, and provided families with preventive healthcare services

for over 35 years. This honest guide to childhood shots was written especially for concerned

parents. With Dr. Eisenstein's help, it is now possible to make informed vaccine decisions. In this

book you will learn... * The prevalence and seriousness of each disease, including who is most at

risk. * How each vaccine is made, with a complete list of ingredients. * Side effects of each vaccine,

with a summary of significant studies. * Precautions parents can take to protect their children.

Includes Essential Information on Every Childhood Vaccine!
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"A MUST READ for anyone considering vaccination. Parents will be prepared to make truly

informed decisions that can affect their children for generations to come." --Jerry Kartzinel, MD,

FAAP, Board Certified Pediatrics"A comprehensive research-based review for parents wanting to

hear the untold story about vaccines. Thank you for this reputable resource; I will continually

recommend this book to parents and healthcare professionals alike." --Susan McCreadie, MD,

Board Certified Pediatrician"An absolute MUST READ for medical professionals and motivated

laypeople seeking facts and proper guidance, not more political policy masquerading as scientific



truth." --Thomas E. Levy, MD, JD, Cardiology and Internal Medicine"As a medical doctor, I learned a

lot from this book and wholeheartedly recommend it to both professionals and laypeople. It is well

researched with extensive references." --Gary G. Kohls, MD, Family Medicine"The most honest,

comprehensive, and informative book ever written on this troubling topic." --Keith Scott-Mumby, MD,

MB ChB, PhD

Dr. Eisenstein, MD, JD, MPH is the Founder and Medical Director of Homefirst Health Services.

Homefirst provides a full range of family healthcare services in Chicago, with four medical centers.

Since 1973, Homefirst doctors have delivered over 15,000 babies at home -- most of whom have

never been vaccinated -- serving more than 75,000 parents, grandparents, and children. (Homefirst

doctors have NO cases of autism in their unvaccinated children.) Dr. Eisenstein's healthcare

philosophy -- minimal reliance upon prescription drugs, antibiotics, and medical intervention as a

first line of treatment -- comes from his many years in medicine, law, and Public Health, combined

with his years as a husband, father, and grandfather.

Excellent book full of information that helps make a educated decision

Good and easy to read book. It gave med some good explanations to understanding vaccine

injuries.

Excellent!

One of the best books to gain a more in depth look at vaccines and viruses, the pros and cons with

possibly choosing not to vaccinate - what the outcome could be. It helped me understand the

viruses and how they are normally transmitted among people. I really appreciate this book and the

author, may he RIP (just passed away).

Very informative. It's nice to see books written by credible sources that understand these poisons

and how unnecessary they are.

Excellent book! I was told about Dr. Eisenstein 3 years ago at a medical conference. When they

started forcing pregnant women to receive the tDaP vaccine in their 3rd trimester my daughter

insisted that my husband and I get the vaccine. She had been told there was an epidemic of



whooping cough. I had never known anyone in my lifetime (60 years old) to get the whooping

cough, except both of my parents who survived it. So I looked it up. Out of 500 million in the USA

there were 20 deaths that year (all children under 3 months of age.) Hardly an epidemic. Far more

die from the tDaP vaccine every year! And I started asking around. NO ONE knew anyone except a

friend who had the vaccine for a trip out of the country. She got a terrible cough, she said "I

coughed day and night for 21 days" after I got that....." Interesting hah? I found a study discussed on

the FDA's own website, a study on primates.. they became carriers of the whooping cough

organism for up to 6 weeks after being vaccinated with the tDaP. WTH?! Infants are those at risk

and you expose the mother in the 3rd trimester? So I started reading......WOW No wonder the USA

has the highest infant mortality rate of any of the developed countries... And the truth shall set you

free

Very informative. Not what your doctor will tell you. This book not only discusses vaccines but it

explains individual diseases so that the parents can really make informed decisions. Dr Eisenstein

respects the final decision regarding allowing our children to be vaccinated and so goes on to give

suggestions about how to partner with the physician to make this journey safely.

very informative, just straight facts.
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